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SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICING: $0.99! Regularly priced: $2.99 $3.99. You can read on your PC,
Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device."Warning...these recipes are extremely beneficial for
your health and good looking. They will recover you from cold and improve your immunity...I
promise.This book is written to help you improve your next bone broth cook for health
improvement and fast weight lose.You probably already know that you can spend a lot of time
and a lot of thirty dollar plunks buying one bone after another and doing same bone broth results
but knowing that you could be doing better. I want to try and help you become a better. I cover
things like: - How to choose the meat for bone broth- Trimming and prepping your brisket, step
by step- What is difficult in cooking the bone broth- BONE BROTH FOR WEIGHT LOSS- BONE
BROTH FOR HEALTHY LIFE- BONE BROTH WHEN YOU GET SICKWe talk real deal Bone
Broth here, and I hope you find it valuable.Available in an array of recipes, our professionally
created bone broth recipes will leave you feeling healthy and better at cold. Also, you will reduce
the weight, Improve skin surface, overall texture, and appearance. It is really the most wonderful
and unique bone broth recipes book ever.Download and start cooking today! Scroll to the top of
the page and select the BUY button right now.



Your Free GiftI wanted to show my appreciation that you support my work so I’ve put together a
free gift for you.For Everyday LifeJust visit the link above to download it now.I know you will love
this gift.Thanks!Richard LeroyTable of ContentsIntroductionHow to prepare bone brothHow to
choose the meat for bone brothWhat is difficult in cooking the bone broth?Chapter 1:BONE
BROTH FOR WEIGHT LOSSBeef broth with the cinnamonBone broth with cerealsTurkey bone
broth with green vegetablesBone broth with the cabbageBone broth with the mushrooms and
onionBone broth with avocado and fishChicken bone broth with the flax seedsClassic bone
broth with vegetables and spicesBone broth with fish and lemonLamb bones broth with the
roasted vegetablesTurkey bone broth with nuts leaves and barksChapter 2: BONE BROTH FOR
HEALTHY LIFEBeef Bone Broth with beet and cinnamonBeef Bone Broth with horseradish and
nutsChicken Bone Broth with Green teaChicken Bone Broth with nutsFish Bone Broth with chia
seedsFish Bone Broth with nettlePork Bone Broth with paprikaPork Bone Broth with apple, lime,
spinach and parsleyPork Bone Broth with oatsTurkey Bone Broth with cornsTurkey Bone Broth
with parsleyChapter 3: BONE BROTH WHEN YOU GET SICKChicken Bone Broth with milfoil,
elderflower, and mintChicken Bone Broth with mintChicken Bone Broth with the Chamomile and
CinnamonChicken Bone Broth with the CarrotsChicken Bone Broth with the ginger, paprika, and
cloveChicken Bone Broth with the GingerChicken Bone Broth with Green WalnutsFish Bone
Broth with lemon and orangeFish Bone Broth with GarlicFish Bone Broth with the
StrawberriesMediterranean Fish Bone Broth with basilChapter 4: OTHER RECIPES FOR BONE
BROTHAspic – cold pork bone brothBeef Bone Broth with croutonsBeef Bone Broth with tomato
– Espanola sauceBeef Bone Broth with onionChicken Bone Broth as a bouillonChicken Bone
Broth as a sauceLamb Bone Broth with the garlicPizza Bone BrothBone Broth for dogsPork
Bone Broth with cabbagePork Bone Broth with potato and paprikaConclusionIntroductionA bone
broth has definitely won the hearts (and stomach) of nutritionists and healthy food lovers. There
are many explanations of this fashion, but the many benefits of this soup are surely one of them.
Leading the advices of our grandmothers and learning how the real food has to look like; doctors
and nutritionists had one task – to make close the old recipe to modern man and teach him how
to change its feeding and way of preparing a food.But first, what is real bone broth? It’s not a
soup because it has just bones and not meets at all, or in very small amount. If you ask yourself
how would that soup looks like, if it has only bones, the answer is – very tasty, if you add spices
and vegetables. You also can change the way of preparing and the taste you like, and some
ingredients can completely change the taste of this amazing meal.The base of the broth are
bones, long cooked on very low heat, separated from the meat and obviously marrow. Cooking
of this soup takes at least 24 hours and can take even 72, especially for some meats, like beef.
You can use bones from any animal you like, chicken, beef, lamb, even fish, and pork. The bones
simmered after the day release many healthy and important ingredients like glycerin, collagen,
proline, glycine, glutamine, and glucose among them and many minerals and enzymes together



with them. Every of these parts of the soup has their special benefits to human’s body.Collagen
is a natural part of the joints, skin, and organs lubricate them and keep their elasticity and
structure in shape. Unfortunately, as we get older, our body decrease, making of collagen and
our skin and joints became dry and rigid. That problem becomes bigger with the joints, which
are breakable now and sensitive for any outside damage. Taking collagen with the food is
actually the best way to exchange the natural collagen in our joints. Filling a skin with this
substance will make our skin young, tightened and shiny.Amino acids help in making the guts
together and protected from the damaging, usual problem with people nowadays. Damages on
the gut’s walls cause a special condition called leaky guts, which means that bowels release
waste from them in the bloodstream and poison our system, causing many diseases. There are
many studies which prove that leaky guts are the cause of inflammations, allergies, and even
cancer. They also have many benefits in making a digestion faster and improving metabolism,
but also help in making the muscles and tissues, as in special antioxidant systems. Using a
special recipe can help in preventing and curing an inflammatory.Hilarious acid is also part of the
health issues and special effect on making the body younger, more elastic and capable for all
challenges.Glycine is a part of bone broth, which is great choice for cleaning the guts and
increasing metabolism. This is a reason why is bone broth a part of many diets and usually, is
recommended to people who want to start a special feeding system or in recipes for weight
loss.Glycosaminoglycan (GAG) is involved in body metabolism, especially for cleaning the
bowels and detoxing the body of poisons and food waste. This is surely a great addition to
making the life healthier and our body in shape.Minerals and electrolytes are special parts of the
normal digestion and bringing them in the body help in normal body functioning.Together with all
these benefits comes a special effect on metabolism and diet, which is surely one of the reasons
why this soup is so popular and accepted by many patients. If you still have doubts about this
soup, remember that it’s one of those meals which our grandmothers used to prepare for
Sunday lunch but also as a cure when we got cold. It can be used now in the same way, too.How
to prepare bone brothEven the bone broth seems as some difficult and very special meal, it’s
actually very easy soup for cooking and preparation. The only thing you actually need is time,
which you should spend near the stove, but that’s not as hard as you may think. The good news
is that you can add in this soup your favorite vegetables, spices, and herbs and improve the
taste so it is acceptable for every consumer.Choose the bones from any animal you want, put
them, together with a little meat on them (because it’s hard to separate them while the meat is
raw), in a large pan, pour with water and a bowl. When the water is boiled, decrease the heat on
the lowest and cook next 24 hours, or even longer. Basically, that’s all you need. You should also
add a spoon of apple vinegar, which will help in separating the meat from the bones, makes the
bones softener and helps in releasing all important ingredients from the bones.If you choose lam
or beef bones, you should brown them first, because they are very tough and hard for cooking.
These bones should be cooked a little longer, even 72 hours for separating from the bones.
Chicken and turkey bones are much easier for cooking, and you can finally use even fish bones



if you can accept the taste. Nutritionists recommend also pork bones, claiming that they have
great benefits on our help, too.During the first couple of hours of cooking, on the top of the soup
will show fat scum, which should be removed time to time. It’s full of dirty and bad substances,
and you should throw it away. You also will notice when the soup is cold that there is a layer of
the fat on the top of it. That’s natural protection of the soup from spoilage, and shouldn’t be
removed until you decide to eat it.After two hours, the meat will easily separate from the bones.
You should take out the bones from the soup, remove all meat on them and then back bones for
cooking. After approximately eight hours, you’ll be capable of removing marrow from the bones,
too. It is not necessary, but without that, the marrow will melt in the bones, and you’ll not see in
the soup. If you want to eat the marrow alone, you can use this moment to separate from the
bones.The soup should be covered all the time so the steam and hot will not go away from the
pan. Choose the large pan so all ingredients will stay in there. If you are afraid of cooking during
the night, you can turn off the stove at the night and turn on in the morning again. The pan should
be on the stove covered during the night, so the all warm stay in there even the stove is turned
off. You can use a warm blanket and wrap the pan in it during the night, too.This soup can be
prepared with all vegetables you like, especially with carrots, onion, and celery. You can also put
garlic or mint if you prepare it for the sick person or ginger and cucumber for diet. These parts
will improve the functioning the soup on the metabolism. Add salt, pepper (and perhaps is
peppercorns better) and bay leaves for a special taste and respecting all nutrient benefits.If you
are worried about the long cooking of the soup, you can do it on a weekend, prepare a large
amount of it and all extra soup put in the freezer in small portions. This will not effect on the soup,
taste, and benefits, and allows you to prepare the soup at the home instead of buying it in the
restaurants.Bone broth is a great substitution for the fast and unhealthy food we usually eat
every day. That’s not unusual, knowing how important is to eat food made of only natural
ingredients and which will not cause diseases and damages in our body. But, at the opposite of
many other popular diets, this includes only a special prepared soup, which is can be prepared
at home. Preparing at home is actually the main benefit of this soup – we can choose all
ingredients we want and pick up the healthiest and natural ones.Markets and stores offered
already prepared bone broth, sometimes in liquid stage, sometimes as bunions or as a powder.
These broths are not well prepared; usually, have many types of additives and unhealthy
ingredients and added flavors of meat. Usually, they have added too much of salt, too. The best-
prepared soup is those which we cook in our home. But, in that case, we must be very
careful.How to choose the meat for bone brothPicking the bones for the soup means choosing
an animal which on some level represents a natural and healthy feeding. The perfect bones are
from the animal which is fed with grass, and it can be found only in markets with organically
grown animals. That meat should be stored properly, in high temperature, without any additives
which will keep it protected from the spoilage.Don’t buy bones in ordinary stores. Those bones
are full of substance which usually helps in fast preparing of food, high temperatures and lots of
spices. It’s hard to remove all important and healthy ingredients from these bones and consume



them with their benefits. The best way is to buy bones from the local butcher on local farms, on
the place where you know people who work there or can ask them are they sure in their food.
Avoid all mega production factories, choose those where are the owner a modest and honest
guy, and know how important is to keep the client safe and satisfied.Bones for bone broth are
great for any animal you choose. Usually, people cook only bones from chicken or beef, but
every person has its favorite animal which can use bones from. The interesting thing is that
these bones can be from any part of the animal body. You can use large bones from arm and leg,
or feet and even head.You don’t need to remove skin or fat from the bones, neither. As the matter
of fact, with cooking fat will lose their bad features, and keep only good ones. In another case, fat
on the top of the soup during the cooking is shown as the scum, which is can be easily removed
with a spoon. When the soup is cold, you can see fat on the top of it which is protected and
should be removed only before eating.You can also roast the bones before cooking, if you like,
which will change the taste of them. You can cook them two or three times, as the long bones
are hard. Fresh and good bones can be cooked even more than that because they are full of
marrow and healthy ingredients.What is difficult in cooking the bone broth?Many people on even
an idea that animal bones can be cooked very long and then eaten as a soup can feel
nauseous, but that’s the first impression until they try the soup at the first time. People also feel
unpleasantly with the gel in the plate and perhaps the picture of those marrow and animal feet
which are possibly on their plate. But, consuming a bone broth is very healthy, and long cooking
is something which a person should be prepared for.

A bone broth has definitely won the hearts (and stomach) of nutritionists and healthy food lovers.
There are many explanations of this fashion, but the many benefits of this soup are surely one of
them. Leading the advices of our grandmothers and learning how the real food has to look like;
doctors and nutritionists had one task – to make close the old recipe to modern man and teach
him how to change its feeding and way of preparing a food.But first, what is real bone broth? It’s
not a soup because it has just bones and not meets at all, or in very small amount. If you ask
yourself how would that soup looks like, if it has only bones, the answer is – very tasty, if you add
spices and vegetables. You also can change the way of preparing and the taste you like, and
some ingredients can completely change the taste of this amazing meal.The base of the broth
are bones, long cooked on very low heat, separated from the meat and obviously marrow.
Cooking of this soup takes at least 24 hours and can take even 72, especially for some meats,
like beef. You can use bones from any animal you like, chicken, beef, lamb, even fish, and pork.
The bones simmered after the day release many healthy and important ingredients like glycerin,
collagen, proline, glycine, glutamine, and glucose among them and many minerals and enzymes
together with them. Every of these parts of the soup has their special benefits to human’s
body.Collagen is a natural part of the joints, skin, and organs lubricate them and keep their
elasticity and structure in shape. Unfortunately, as we get older, our body decrease, making of
collagen and our skin and joints became dry and rigid. That problem becomes bigger with the



joints, which are breakable now and sensitive for any outside damage. Taking collagen with the
food is actually the best way to exchange the natural collagen in our joints. Filling a skin with this
substance will make our skin young, tightened and shiny.Amino acids help in making the guts
together and protected from the damaging, usual problem with people nowadays. Damages on
the gut’s walls cause a special condition called leaky guts, which means that bowels release
waste from them in the bloodstream and poison our system, causing many diseases. There are
many studies which prove that leaky guts are the cause of inflammations, allergies, and even
cancer. They also have many benefits in making a digestion faster and improving metabolism,
but also help in making the muscles and tissues, as in special antioxidant systems. Using a
special recipe can help in preventing and curing an inflammatory.Hilarious acid is also part of the
health issues and special effect on making the body younger, more elastic and capable for all
challenges.Glycine is a part of bone broth, which is great choice for cleaning the guts and
increasing metabolism. This is a reason why is bone broth a part of many diets and usually, is
recommended to people who want to start a special feeding system or in recipes for weight
loss.Glycosaminoglycan (GAG) is involved in body metabolism, especially for cleaning the
bowels and detoxing the body of poisons and food waste. This is surely a great addition to
making the life healthier and our body in shape.Minerals and electrolytes are special parts of the
normal digestion and bringing them in the body help in normal body functioning.Together with all
these benefits comes a special effect on metabolism and diet, which is surely one of the reasons
why this soup is so popular and accepted by many patients. If you still have doubts about this
soup, remember that it’s one of those meals which our grandmothers used to prepare for
Sunday lunch but also as a cure when we got cold. It can be used now in the same way, too.How
to prepare bone brothEven the bone broth seems as some difficult and very special meal, it’s
actually very easy soup for cooking and preparation. The only thing you actually need is time,
which you should spend near the stove, but that’s not as hard as you may think. The good news
is that you can add in this soup your favorite vegetables, spices, and herbs and improve the
taste so it is acceptable for every consumer.Choose the bones from any animal you want, put
them, together with a little meat on them (because it’s hard to separate them while the meat is
raw), in a large pan, pour with water and a bowl. When the water is boiled, decrease the heat on
the lowest and cook next 24 hours, or even longer. Basically, that’s all you need. You should also
add a spoon of apple vinegar, which will help in separating the meat from the bones, makes the
bones softener and helps in releasing all important ingredients from the bones.If you choose lam
or beef bones, you should brown them first, because they are very tough and hard for cooking.
These bones should be cooked a little longer, even 72 hours for separating from the bones.
Chicken and turkey bones are much easier for cooking, and you can finally use even fish bones
if you can accept the taste. Nutritionists recommend also pork bones, claiming that they have
great benefits on our help, too.During the first couple of hours of cooking, on the top of the soup
will show fat scum, which should be removed time to time. It’s full of dirty and bad substances,
and you should throw it away. You also will notice when the soup is cold that there is a layer of



the fat on the top of it. That’s natural protection of the soup from spoilage, and shouldn’t be
removed until you decide to eat it.After two hours, the meat will easily separate from the bones.
You should take out the bones from the soup, remove all meat on them and then back bones for
cooking. After approximately eight hours, you’ll be capable of removing marrow from the bones,
too. It is not necessary, but without that, the marrow will melt in the bones, and you’ll not see in
the soup. If you want to eat the marrow alone, you can use this moment to separate from the
bones.The soup should be covered all the time so the steam and hot will not go away from the
pan. Choose the large pan so all ingredients will stay in there. If you are afraid of cooking during
the night, you can turn off the stove at the night and turn on in the morning again. The pan should
be on the stove covered during the night, so the all warm stay in there even the stove is turned
off. You can use a warm blanket and wrap the pan in it during the night, too.This soup can be
prepared with all vegetables you like, especially with carrots, onion, and celery. You can also put
garlic or mint if you prepare it for the sick person or ginger and cucumber for diet. These parts
will improve the functioning the soup on the metabolism. Add salt, pepper (and perhaps is
peppercorns better) and bay leaves for a special taste and respecting all nutrient benefits.If you
are worried about the long cooking of the soup, you can do it on a weekend, prepare a large
amount of it and all extra soup put in the freezer in small portions. This will not effect on the soup,
taste, and benefits, and allows you to prepare the soup at the home instead of buying it in the
restaurants.Bone broth is a great substitution for the fast and unhealthy food we usually eat
every day. That’s not unusual, knowing how important is to eat food made of only natural
ingredients and which will not cause diseases and damages in our body. But, at the opposite of
many other popular diets, this includes only a special prepared soup, which is can be prepared
at home. Preparing at home is actually the main benefit of this soup – we can choose all
ingredients we want and pick up the healthiest and natural ones.Markets and stores offered
already prepared bone broth, sometimes in liquid stage, sometimes as bunions or as a powder.
These broths are not well prepared; usually, have many types of additives and unhealthy
ingredients and added flavors of meat. Usually, they have added too much of salt, too. The best-
prepared soup is those which we cook in our home. But, in that case, we must be very
careful.How to choose the meat for bone brothPicking the bones for the soup means choosing
an animal which on some level represents a natural and healthy feeding. The perfect bones are
from the animal which is fed with grass, and it can be found only in markets with organically
grown animals. That meat should be stored properly, in high temperature, without any additives
which will keep it protected from the spoilage.Don’t buy bones in ordinary stores. Those bones
are full of substance which usually helps in fast preparing of food, high temperatures and lots of
spices. It’s hard to remove all important and healthy ingredients from these bones and consume
them with their benefits. The best way is to buy bones from the local butcher on local farms, on
the place where you know people who work there or can ask them are they sure in their food.
Avoid all mega production factories, choose those where are the owner a modest and honest
guy, and know how important is to keep the client safe and satisfied.Bones for bone broth are



great for any animal you choose. Usually, people cook only bones from chicken or beef, but
every person has its favorite animal which can use bones from. The interesting thing is that
these bones can be from any part of the animal body. You can use large bones from arm and leg,
or feet and even head.You don’t need to remove skin or fat from the bones, neither. As the matter
of fact, with cooking fat will lose their bad features, and keep only good ones. In another case, fat
on the top of the soup during the cooking is shown as the scum, which is can be easily removed
with a spoon. When the soup is cold, you can see fat on the top of it which is protected and
should be removed only before eating.You can also roast the bones before cooking, if you like,
which will change the taste of them. You can cook them two or three times, as the long bones
are hard. Fresh and good bones can be cooked even more than that because they are full of
marrow and healthy ingredients.What is difficult in cooking the bone broth?Many people on even
an idea that animal bones can be cooked very long and then eaten as a soup can feel
nauseous, but that’s the first impression until they try the soup at the first time. People also feel
unpleasantly with the gel in the plate and perhaps the picture of those marrow and animal feet
which are possibly on their plate. But, consuming a bone broth is very healthy, and long cooking
is something which a person should be prepared for.Not everybody accepts the idea to stay in
the kitchen for a day to prepare a soup, but that’s a big mistake. Preparing of this soup takes a
couple of minutes actually, and after cooking starts, it doesn’t need us near the stove. We can
put it during the night to cook, go for a walk or watch TV freely and nothing will happen because
the soup is cooked on very low temperature. You only should make sure that the pan is full of
water, and all ingredients in the pan is poured with water. The cover of the pan can be covered
just a little so the steam can go away.Sometimes, you can do everything right, and your broth will
look like liquid (and should be more like a gel). That’s usually because you’ve put too little bones
in too much of water so marrow and another part of the bones couldn’t make the gel from the
water – there any enough of collagen. Broth also can look like a hard gel when it’s cold, because
of too much of collagen. In that case, just put broth on the heat and it will melt. You can put some
water, too.Don’t allow too much of meat on the bones. It’s best to remove it after a couple of
hours of cooking. Meat completely changes the taste and all benefits from the bone broth. Just
be patient and prepare all ingredients and your bone broth will be perfect.Chapter 1:BONE
BROTH FOR WEIGHT LOSSBeef broth with the cinnamonEven it looks like one of the sweet
spices for the cookies; don’t underestimate the value of cinnamon. It’s actually a very powerful
spice, which can improve our digestion, and resolves many problems with the health. Besides it
speeds up the metabolism, it helps in calming the stomach problems, removing the gas from the
bowels and helping with obstipation. It also helps in regulating the insulin level in the blood and
bowel spasm. There are many laboratory tests which proved that cinnamon can regulate the
problems with the flatulence and in better efficiency of the stomach. For the preparing with the
soup is the best in the form of a stick, even there is in powder in the market. The simplest
explanation is that in the sticks the most benefits are saved during the long cooking, and it’s in
the more natural stage. Don’t be confused with this sweet taste together with the meat, because



many cultures, like Greek one, make the combination of cinnamon and beef meat.Portion This
amount of beef bones is enough for 12 people.Total TimeAfter a couple of minutes of preparing
the vegetables, you’ll need at least 24 hours for cooking this meal.Ingredients• 3 pound of beef
bones• A cup of apple vinegar• 3-4 stick of cinnamon• Water to cover the bones• 3
carrots halved• A hand of parsley• 4 onions• Garlic• 3 Sprigs of fresh thyme• 3 Sprigs of
fresh rosemary• 3 celery roots and leaves• 3 bay leavesNutritional Values• Calories: 34•
Fat: 2g• Saturated Fat: 2g• Carbohydrates: 2g• Protein: 4g• Sodium 51mg• Dietary
Fiber: 0g• Cholesterol: 14mgHow to Make the DishPrepare the bones so they will easy for
cooking. That means to cut them in half or even smaller cubes.Tip: beef bones are large and fat,
which make harder their cooking. If you cut them in half, you’ll be able to cook them
shortly.Prepare the vegetables, peel the carrots, onion, and garlic, and chop the parsley and
celery.Put the bones in the large pan, pour with vinegar and wait for a while. Then put
vegetables, spices and cinnamon sticks. Cover with the water and boil. When the bubbles jump,
put on low temperature and then cook next 24 hours or even more.Remove the suds from the
top of the water. It’s extra fat which you’ll not need, especially if you want to lose weight.When
the bones are cooked, strain the broth and cold.Tip: cinnamon is very dangerous for emptying
the bowels, especially in combination with the bay leaves and bone broth. Keep that in mind and
consume it only when you are close to the toilet.Bone broth with cerealsDon’t be confused with
the name of this interesting meal. This is not making a breakfast with the cereals; this is
preparing a soup with the special types of cereals, which can be a great addition to your diet.
Cereals include many different types, like corn, wheat, oats, rye and barley and you can use just
some of them or all of them for this meal. Besides the great benefits for our health, cereals can
also be great for digestion because they boost up the metabolism and clean the bowels and
stomach. Just be careful with the daily amount, because they also have a little higher level of the
carbohydrates. That’s why is important to combine it with the light meat, like chicken.Portion This
meal can be prepared for 8 personsTotal TimeYou’ll need only 5-10 minutes for the preparation
and then 24 hours for cookingIngredients• 2 whole pieces of Chicken• 1 Pound Chicken
Feet• ¼ cup of apple vinegar or white wine vinegar• Water to cover the bones• 5
tablespoons of cereals (mixed or one type)• 3 carrots• 4 onions• 3 bay leaves• Salt to
taste• A hand of peppercorns• Hand of rosemary• Hand of chopped parsleyNutritional
Values• Calories: 44• Fat: 2g• Saturated Fat: 1g• Carbohydrates: 3g• Protein: 2g•
Sodium 24 mg• Dietary Fiber: 2 g• Cholesterol: 10 mgHow to Make the DishWash the
chicken bones and put them in the panWash cereals and leave a couple of hours in the cold
water. It would be best if you can leave it for a night.Prepare the vegetables – peel onion and
carrots and wash themPut all in the pan and pour with cold water. After it boils, put the
temperature on the low and cook for 24 hoursYou can separate the meat from the bones after
couple of hoursWhen the meal is ready, filter the water and remove all cereals. They are not for
eating anymore, but all useful ingredients are in brothTip: you can grind corn and that flavor put
in the broth. Just make sure that the soup is not on the stove and mix very hard and fast to avoid



crumbles. The broth will be even ticker and very tasty.Tip: Always wash the chicken; even you
prepare the bones or the meat. Fresh chicken meat has special ingredients which can be poison
if we take it in that form. Even we never eat fresh chicken meat, the substances from it can be
found on the knife or table where we cut it, so wash and clean the working table every time after
the preparing the meat.Turkey bone broth with green vegetablesWhen we say green vegetables,
we mean literally vegetables which are in green color. Those are mostly with lives and special
taste, like spinach, chard or kale, but we freely can add some veggies which are not with leaves,
like popular broccoli. The green color is actually the sign of healthy effect on the body, thanks to
many vitamins and minerals. The last surveys showed that green vegetables have special Alpha
Lipoid Acid (ALA) which decreases the possibility of producing cancer cells. Finally, what is
healthier than green and fresh food? This food can be prepared in so many ways, but they also
can be cooked with bones. The perfect combination is something similar to the chicken meat,
but stronger and with a full taste. So, let it be a turkey.Portion This meal has 10 portions.Total
TimeAfter the short preparation of a couple of minutes, it will be cooked after 24
hours.Ingredients• 3 pounds of turkey bones• Three or four hands of spinach• Three hands
of chard• Three pieces of broccoli• A cup of apple cider• 6 to 8 quarters of cold and filtered
water• 3 carrots halved and completely peeled.• 4 onions halved and completely peeled.• 3
pieces of the celery• 3 Sprigs of fresh Rosemary• Salt and pepper to tasteNutritional
Values• Calories: 24• Fat: 2g• Saturated Fat: 1g• Carbohydrates: 1g• Protein: 2 g•
Sodium 39 mg• Dietary Fiber: 0g• Cholesterol: 9 mgHow to Make The DishRemove the
handles from the spinach and chards; chop them, together with broccoli. There is no need to cut
them into small pieces, they will cook for a long time and meltWash turkey bones and put in the
panAdd other vegetables and spices, add cider and spicesAdd water to cover all in the pan and
then cook until the bubbles on the top of the water start to jumpOn low temperature cook at least
24 hours, but remove the meat from the bones after couple of hoursTip: if you don’t like the
green vegetables, you can remove them from the soup and blend them. They will be like a
special soup, and can be eaten alone or as the special sauce for the meat.Tip: turkey meat is a
little darker and harder than chicken one, so if you decided to prepare it with this soup, make
sure that you really liked it. Otherwise, you can use chicken meat and prepare the same way.Tip:
turkey meat also has hard veins, which can be difficult to cook and remove from the bones. Wait
for a couple of hours to be well cooked and then remove them from the bonesBone broth with
the cabbageIf you want to eat vegetables but with diuretic treatments, you should try cabbage.
It’s one of the vegetables which improve kidneys working, help in producing a liquid and
removing waste from the body. It’s known that additional water in the body can be the cause of
extra body weight, especially in the stomach and belly, and the start of any diet is from the
removing the water. This will help in reducing a cellulite, too and surely helps in improving the
health and normal body functions. Preparation is very simple, and cabbage, which can be eaten
raw, is very nice and soft when it’s cooked. Because of its light taste, the best combination is
with strong beef bones.Portion This recipe is quite enough for 12 persons.Total Time
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Tracen, “It then goes into recipes which are nice because the bone broth I've had was hardly
seasoned .... I have tried some bone broth in the past and knew that it was something healthy
but not exactly how. This book begins by explaining a lot of the health benefits you can achieve
from bone broth. It then goes into recipes which are nice because the bone broth I've had was
hardly seasoned and didn't taste too good. So actual recipes will make it much easier to eat and
obtain the health value. It also gives nutritional info with the recipes which is nice. This book is
full of good info and tons of recipes.”

OnePounchMan, “Very good info! Great book!. I just learned about bone broth by chance today. I
need more details than what the book provides. This little book is a great way to learn about
bone broth. My brother came home talking about how great bone broth is. The only trouble is
that he had no idea how to make it. This book was a great help in getting me started making
bone broth. It has some basic bone broth recipes and information why bone broth is so great.”

Faith Hope, “Five Stars. The book is well written and easy to unstand.  The recipes are great!”

Donna J Kernes, “Five Stars. One pf the best books I have read on bone broth.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 16 people have provided feedback.
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